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Weather Guess--

FULTON AUX LEADER,

KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE: —
Local showers and thunderstorms

For Forty-Two Years Fulton's Daay Newspuper

For Fulton First and Always

7,
•..

By Carrier Per Ysar____—_$4.011
B./ Mall, One Year
-OM
Three I1onths______91.011

For Fulton First and Always 4

Fulton, Kentucky, Thursday AfIennoon, August 29, 1910

ESTABLISHED 1898.

V

Subarriptiou Rau.I

Volume XLI.—No. 206. ,
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THE
LISTENING
POST

U. S. Shippers
Fulton City Schools Will Open For Nevada Cavern
•
Measure
Yields Artifacts Nazis Strike
Bow To Censor
2,000 Years Old At Londo
At Bermuda New Term On Monday,Sept. 9th
Now Goes
To House
Worst Ratil

• From long experience I have
became able, in a majority of eases,
to more or less accurately classify
the strangers who come into the Party Lines Split At End
office. Glancing through the door,
Of Long
particularly, if I happen to get a
good look at the person before he
Fight
actually enters the
door, I can
usually guess whether it is a salesWashington, — The
peacetime
man, a solicitor, a beggar, a tramp
printer or a man who is likely to draft bill, subjecting the Nation's
give me some business. For a long young manhood to compulsory mitime I have been able to recognize litary training, was approved by
printers and newspaper men, al- the Senate Wednesday night at the
though they may be strangers, for end of prolonged controversy.
The Senate added to the measthere is something
about them
amendment
which tells the story. Naturally I ure Wednesday an
industrial
know most of the salesman, al- proving for drafting
though once in a great while men units as well as men if defense
come who make the territory in- officials deem it necessary.
A smashing vote of 58 to 31 sent
frequently and I do not know them
the measure to the House. There
at first.
the Military Committee was al• ••
• But
mistakes can be made, ready deep in dispute over a simiand when a wrong classification is lar bill.
used it leads me into embarrassed
To Take In 12.11111,0•11
moments. For example, if I know
In broad outline, the Senate's
a person is
coming in to solicit measure requires all male citizens
funds. and I have no intention of between 21 and 30 inclusive to
giving funds to that particular register for the draft, some 12.cause, I have an entirely different 000,000 in all. All these would bemanner to the manner I use when come liable to one year of trainI think the stranger is coming to ing to be spent at any point in the
give me some business. In other Western Hemisphere.
words, one manner is openly deBy declaring an emergency to
fensive, somewhat reserved and
distant and above all things else, exist, Congress could hold them in
I am determined not to let the service for a longer period.
In addition, all between 18 and
solicitor actually get to work on
me. I am naturally a pushover for 35 might volunteer for a onehard-luck stories, and there are year "hitch," as Army men call it,
many times when a man can talk of training and service. No more
me to such utter distraction that than 900,000 draftees might be in
I may succumb and give him a the service for training at one
small amount of money in order time.
to get rid of him. So I have built up
Although the bill apparently
a defense mechanism against such will not become
law for a fortfolks that doesn't contemplate let- night, at least, advocates said the
ting them get very far into their War Department long has beep
patter.
ready with specific plans for put• ••
ting the measure In operation.
The details of these prepara• With the man I suspect of
probably, having some business to tions were reported to the Senate
transact—well, I meet him more Wednesday night, a few hours bethan half way. I gladly go through fore the vote, by Senator Minton
the formalities of shaking hands, (D., Ind.), who said he had them
talk joyously of the weather and from an officer of the Generql
in general make the man feel at Staff.
Fifteen days after the measure
home. Thus, it can be seen that
when I make a mistake in classify- becomes law is to be registration
ing I have left my flanks uncover- day, and forty days later the first
ed and the enemy can rush in and of the conscripts ale to be in the
make a capture. I made a mistake training camps, according to Minton's outline.
like this the other day.
••0

HOSPITAL !NEWS

•I happened to see this man
before he reached the door, and
sized him up. not as a solicitor, but
Ed Wade Is Improving.
Mrs. Raymond Easley and baby
as a man who might be a salesman. or a man who might be the are doing nicely.
advance agent for a show. Many
times I get several dollars from
•
this. He walked
MRS. STEVE WILEY
such a man as
•
briskly, he was well dressed, he
TEACHER OF PIANO
•
carried a zipper bag that seemed
214 Green Street
•
Telephone 367.
as though it might have some advertising contracts in it. At best,
205-2t •
this was what he looked like, and
seemed to be a
at worst, he
traveling salesman. These latter I
greet warmly, for I have many good
friends among them, and find them
usually interesting and filled with
information about various subjects.
So up I rose when he entered the
door and put on my best manner.
I was not going to buy anything,
Bent, Switzerland. --Swiss and
it was quite certain, but I had no
objection to talking about it, and neutral economists foresee finanthere was no premonition that I cial difficulties for the French
Government at Vinch unless Gerhad left my defenses down.
many presents a moderate war bill
.•••
• But, I had, and is less than quickly,
Delay in fixing a definite cost of
three minutes the man had me
listening to about the best solicit- the army of occupation, which by
ing speech I ever heard Worst of the armistice terms France is to
all, he was collecting funds for an pay, is tending to weaken political
always ad- and monetary affairs of unoccupied
organization I have
mired, and he gave me the best France. economic experts say.
Daily Cost 101.81111,5111
talk I have heard in many a day.
Reports to banking and busi
Caught with my guard down. I had
to take it, for I had opened up the nem leaders here are that the
flanks and he certainly poured daily cost of the German occupa400,000,000
ranges around
army. What tion
through like a blitz
hurt was that I believed in his francs, or about $8,000,000
The Vinch Government is uncause, but it was nearing the end
to fear the Germans may
derstood
into
going
month,
payday
five
a
of
the dullest month of the year, and add a large part of the cost of their
I simply could not come across Oh. war against Britain to that figure.
So far all efforts of the Vinchy
I could have given a dime or a
quarter, but this lad was gunning Government to get even an apfor the five dollar men and the proximate figure from the Gerten dollar men. I was not in that mans have failed.
class, and so I was embarrassed, It Is pointed out that the credits
after listening to his talk and then of the Vichy Government abroad
having to refuse him I must polish are dwindling All efforts to obtain
fresh credits have been balked. Inup a bit on observation.

New York, —Virtually all EuroCarried on American
pean mail
ships Fe being subjected to British
coensorship at Bermuda as a condition of permission to pass through
the British blockade, it became
known today.
While British consulate officials
denied American shippers were
required to agree to censorship,
they declared a stop at Bermuda "might be one of the conditions" under which a navicert, or
passport through British contraband control, would be granted.
One U. S. lane Running
The only U. S. operators of
ships plying between this country
and Lisbon, Portugal—Lone European outlet open to American
ships—is
the American Export
Lines. British embassy officials in
Washington said they had told the
line its ships would have to submit
to the blockade at some paint and
that the line had chosen Bermuda.
Pan-American Airways is the
only other American carrier of
mails operating in the European
service. Hundreds of sacks of
mail have been removed from its
clippers at Bermuda in the last
eighteen days. The company instructed its pilots to avoid Bermuda
when weather conditions did not
require a landing.

French Charge
Plot To Britain
Vichy, France, —The
French
Government disclosed today what it
called a British-inspired rebellion
in France's African empire.
The Government declared that
dispositions have
"all necessary
been taken to localize the situation."
(Gen. Charles de Gaulle, recognized by Britain as the leader of
"free Frenchmen," announced the
Governor of Chad, French territory in the heart of Africa, had
notified him pf a decision to fight
on at the side of the British.)
A communique said that this was
not the first time that Britain had
attempted to influence French colonies in Africa, referring to a
British offer of protection for all
parts of the French empire which
sided with her after France's armistice with Germany and Italy.

NOTICE
I wish to announce that I
I have purchased the Marinello
Beauty Shop, formerly owned
and operated by Mrs. V. L.
Pickard. Mrs. Pickard and the
same staff of efficient operators
will remain.
Your continued patronage is
cordially invited.
Mrs. Sara Campbell
Adv.
2116-31.

French Financial Outlook Dark
Due To Unsettled Nazi War Bill
formed sources say. One reason
given Is German refusal to set
armistice msg.
Economists 'here point out that,
even with 2.200,000 refugees In the
unoccupied 7,0ne. France could be
run more cheaply and efficiently If
all her territory were occupied by
the Germans. Thus she would be
united by the elimination of the
present "false frontier.",
Gems Sent to Retch
Informed sources
declare one
huge part of the occupation costa
to the French are purchases made
by German troops with "occupation marks," the value of which
Is based mainly on the French ability to repay
them as a part of
armistic terms
Observers from the unoccupied
zone declare that with these "occupation marks" the Germans are
taking from the mutiny everything
consumable.
They are reported also to be
sending much jewelry, silverware
and works of art—all purchased
with their special marks--back to
Germany.

Fallon, Nev.. —A hidden cave,
The Fulton,
Kentucky City announced, since it will be neces- near the Lincoln
Highway, has
Schools will open on Monday Sep- sary for all children to vaccinated yielded relics indicating that man
tember 9. There will be a meeting for smallpox before they will be inhabited
Nevada at least 2,000
of the white teachers at the High eligible to remain in school. Chil- years ago.
numb eels Of Pia nes Bomn
School building at nine o'clock. At dren who will be six years of age
Exploration
work
has been
N%'de Areas 1)1 English'
10:30 Bui*rintendent Lewis will by December 1 will be eligible to en- progressing at the cave for weeks,
faculty of Milton ter.
meet with the
which S. M. Wheeler, archaeologist,
lslee
Schools. At each of these meetings
The janitors are now engaged in carrying on the project and camairs and objective:: for the coming preparing the buildings for the ping near the cave.
year will be discussed. There will opening of school. Frank MerryMany artifacts, including parts London,— (Thursday)— Roaring
be four new members' among the man is installing three fire escapes of baskets, clothing and sandals, waves of German warplanes lashed
teachers this year. Miss Ruby Boyd in Carr Institute. When this work believed to date back 2,000 years London overnight with explosive,
Alexander will se:ve as substitute is completed, all the requirements or more, have been found. They incendiary and "scream" bombs in
teacher for Miss Mary Katherine made by the State Bureau of Fire are believed to antedate the use the longest and heaviest air attack
I3ondurant who hi
year's leave Prevention and Safety will have of the bow and arrow and were of the war against the world's largof absence to complete her Mas- been met.
found buried under the cave's floor. est city.
ter's degree.
The High School will change to
The sprawling capital and heart
Miss June Dixon, a native of the hour period this year, and the
of the empire was in a state of
aves
A.ske(l
Dawson Springs, Kentucky, and a day will consist of six periods insiege for more than seven hours as
graduate of Murray College In 1940, stead of seven. Each period will
the raiders dealt death
and dewill teach English and music at have one part used for study and
struction
on into the pre-dawn
Glasgow,
Ky.,
—The
manageHigh
the Junior
School. Miss Aug- the other for recitation. The fourth
hours.
usta Ray, a graduate of Mur- period will be divided by the noon ments of Mammoth Cave and its
The all clear signal finally was
arch-competitor, Onyx Cave, were
ray, with two year's experience, will(period.
sounded shortly after 4 a. m. (10
tinder
orders
of
Circuit
Judge
L.
B.
succeed Miss Sullivan as teacher of
Mrs. Chester Binkley will be in
p. m., C13.T.).
Home science and English. Mr. charge of the cafeteria again this Handley today to stay on "good bealways, censorship
havior"
until
he
rules
on
their
legal
Herschel Giles, a graduate of Cen- year. She will not be ready to serve
approximations
of destruction and
fight
over
methods
used
in drawing
ter and five year's experience as I lunches until Wednesday. School
casualties.)
in
tourists.
teacher and coach, will succeed Mr.!will be dismissed at noon on TuesAfter both sides in the "battle of
Bomb Other Areas
Carter.
day September 10, and Wednesday the
caves" had
presented their
The Nazis carried their attacks
The students will go to their re- September 11 will be the first full
cases, each charging the other with to other parts of the British Isles
spective schools to enroll at 1:00 p. day of school.
unfairly trying to hog the tourist throughout the night and,
m. on September 9. The teachers
wheat
Mr.
Giles
will
arrive
on
August
trade,
Judge Handley took the cose final reports are in, they might
will also give instructions in regard
have
everything
ready
;
29
and
will
under
advisement
and
said he would rove the
t yet experienced b
to books and details of the work at
for football practice on Monday give a decision next week.
the British.
that time. Parents are asked to September!
2. It will be necessary
Until then, he directed, solicicome with their children if they
One raider dropped six high expractice periods daily 1 tors for Onyx Cave must not
to
have
two
so desire. They are especially invituntil the opening of school in or- flag down motorists on the high- plosive bombs over a northeast
ed to do so if their child is entering
der to get the boys ready for the way and representatives of Mam- town, killing one woman and injurthe Fulton
SchoOls for the first
opening game with Martin on Sep- moth Cave must not
come pnto ing several persons seriously; four
time.
tember 13.
Onyx property to hand circulars bombs were dropped in one northThe P. T. A's arc arranging for
te motorists urging them to disre- west town and 20 bomb explosions
a final round-up of afl children who
Students above sixteen years of gard solicitors.
were counted in one Southeast Engwill enter the first grade. Parents age who desire
1 The Judge used the term "good land point.
of such children ay urged to take scholarships should register with
behavior" and smilingly waved aside ! The bombers also raided Wales.
them to the Clinic a hen it is finally Superintendent Lewis tt once.
requests of attorneys for more de(The intense bombing came—pertailed instructions.
haps as emphasis of Axis air power
Mrs. W. P. Cox, Onyx manager, —on the eve of the four-power conSefe10
had tastiried that men from Mam- ferenee tn,bissma at which Rome
Will GO
moth Cave parked across the road and Berlin hoped to settle a diafrom her "information" office on pate between Hungary and RumaAt the regular meeting of Troop
Paul Bennett. owner of the Ben_!leased property on the highway be- nia over Rumania's province of
and
thus avert
43 of Boy Scouts.,held last night at nett Electric Shop of this city, has! tween Mammoth Cave and Cave i TranysIvania
the Scout cabin, plans were com- gone to Memphis today to attend' City and crossed to throw the hand- , possible trouble in Germany's backpleted for the trip to Mammoth the RCA Victor celebration at the bills into cars here solicitors stop- yard.)
Cave this week-end. Twenty boys Peabody Hotel. This is RCA Victor's Fled.
•
have already made arrangements 41st anniversary.
to make the trip and others are ex- 1 There will be a sales meeting at
'SUNDAY SCHOOL PICNIC! COME!
pected. Boys making the trip are 2:30. followed by a banquet and
to be at Lowe's Cafe Saturday night , dance.
Tomorrow, Friday, August 30th.
at 11 o'clock. pramptly.
The South Fulton, Kenton and the members of the First Methodist
Traveling in a 1 1-2 ton Ford V-8
Troy bands, all directed by Prof. Church Sunday school will assemble
chaperoned by their PATROLMAN AWARDED
truck and
William Schwa lb have been invited' at the church at 5:30 p. m. for a
scoutmaster, William Henry EdCOLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP to the Gibson County Fair Thurs- short devotional and then proceed
boys will go through
wards, the
day night, September 5, at Trenton, to the Country Club at 6 o'clock
Mammoth Cave and will go on up
for a rollicing good time together.
Tenn.
The
Highway
Frankfort, Ky.. —State
to Harrisburg. Illinois.
se three bands will play a Every one is cordially invited to be
Patrolman Estill B. iBuck) Jones
present and if they do not have a
of Henderson. has been awarded concert in the grandstand at 7 p. m.
way to go on out to the picnic
rodeo
starts.
The
the
big
just
before
Alby
offered
scholarship
81,200
a
HOMEMAKERS TO MEET
that will be provided Bring
Jr., and good for Fair Association will pay all trans- grounds
The Palestine Homemakers Club fred P. Sloan,
lunch—just
anything you deyour
admit
and
will
expense
study at Northwest- portation
will have its regular monthly meet- eight months'
sire, for it is to be somewhat of a
members
to
all
Fair
activities
band
Gov.
Ill.,
Evanston,
ing Friday. August 30, at 2 p. m. in ern University,
"Pot Luck" spread as they have out
Keen Johnson announced tonight. free.
the home of Mrs. Fred Brady.
in the country at their "dinner-outhe-ground" services. We are expecting every member of our Sun• MARTHA NORMAN LOWE
day school and we are inviting all
•
TEACHER of PIANO
who wish to come with us. Thanks
THEORY and VOICE
•
for coming.
TELEPHONE 682
•
Dr. J. L. Jones, Supt.
It.
• Adv
W. H. Saxon, Minister.

C

To "Behave"

Over 20

Paul Bennett Is
To Cave Attending Meeting

1

()Lion County Bands
To Play Al Trenton

U.S. Expecting To Construct
Planes Faster Than Germany

of all the autoNew York, —A Program for the the wholesale value
produced in the
construction of air armament fac- mobiles and trucks
Canada in 1939.
tories at a rate tar exceeding even United States and
persons em100.000
As against
that of Germany. the world's leadaircraft proof
phases
all
in
ployed
the
in
Is
ing air power. apparently
duction today, more than 500,000
making In official Washington.
would be necessary to turn out 36,the
drawn
deduction
was
That
today in American aircraft circles'000 planes a year.
Current pruduction of airplanes,
from a statement by the informaseveral thousand of no
including
tion director for the National Adestimated by invisory Defense Commission that the military value, Is
a yearly rate of
at
sources
dustry
output
be
up
would
nation's plane
10,000 an
against
as
units
to 36.000 a year by December, 1941. 9,600
by the defense commisWould Match Nazis
proportion sion.
Production of that
6.721 Planes Ordered
would telescope into one year what
planes of all types
8,724
The
Germany accomplished in four
which the commission reported to
years of intensive effort
yesterday as
Roosevelt
The most optimistic estimate of President
for apparcontracted
been
the nation's ability to boost its air- having
the industry's
on
includes,
ently
output—front
and
plane
industrial
than 3,000 ordered
not administration sources—up to figures, more
now was a figure of 36,000 planes , prior to last June
The biggest stickler in estimates
a year in annual Production by the
up
of the nation's ability to step
spring of 1944
the slowness
in
lies
production
its
some
data
to bring the
Here is
!with which engine plants can be
Into
problem
Iii
:built and equipped with tools
es
Industry sources
it
estimate
Present plants, it has been estiwould require a Plant investment
an annual proof S300.000.000 for airplanes, propel- mated. will reach
enmilitary-type
18.000
of
duction
lers and engines to produce 36,000
first
the
and
1941.
March,
gines by
planes a year
!engine from the new Wright plant
Lockland, 0, is not scheduled
Init at 07at
that rate at
off the production line uncome
rl th
oSu2,
$2
t7
,6
70
to
(1): worth
5
wTh
ouled abe
4
"
That
,
00 000.
summer.
next
would be $370.000.000 more than til

National Guard Mobilization
Expt . ted To Begin Sept. 15th
Washington, —The War Depart- ed in the ranks of the Guard and
explained, rather
ment plans tentatively to begin regulars, they
mobilization of the National Guard, than as separate units. Congress
,
under legislation signed by Presi- passed the Guard bill last week.
386,000
Guardian.%
some
told,
All
callby
night,
last
Roosevelt
dent
ing up 55,000 officers and men Sept and reservists were made *Watt
15 for a year of intensive training to call by the mobilization set. In.
The men, comprising four infan- eluded are 110,000 active reserve ottry divisions, four aircraft squad ricers, 30.000 regular Army reserves.
rons and numerous Coast Artil- 3.500 enlisted reserves and 242.7011
lery units, are expected to enter National Guard officers and men.
camp barely two weeks after comThe act provides for the autolast of summer matic discharge of Guardsmen unpletion of the
maneuvers on August 31. This would der 18. Those below the rank of capgive them a brief periood to settle tain who have dependents will be
personal affairs.
allowed to resign 20 days after beTentative War Department plans ing called.
also call for ordering out 175,000
more Guardsmen by December 1, Employers will be required by HMI
along with 393.000 conscript sol- act to re-employ soldiers who
drafted by ply 40 days after completing elicr-t4
diers who would be
December IS, should tb. compulsory Ice, unless the employers Had It
; that time. -impossible or unresionable.° I
service bill heron!
The Guardsmen and
War Department authorities told
Congress recently that Guard mo- may be sent to.any Ogee be
bilization was an essential preli- Western Heedgebero.! te • •
minary to the compulsory training States posegegless *saddle
program. Conscripts would be train- Where or to tbe

ap.

reseliwo

.1:is's; -nossnassd.,.••

•

••
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DAILY IEtI)ER

called meeting Mrs. Harry Pierce Mottle Pillow 0, damaging another section."
'There will be a
He did not explain whet federal
for trans- Mr. and Mrs. :es' Cleaves and
however.
night.
Thursday
action of important business. The daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie statutes might be involved, fri his
program committee is composed Of Cleaves and Mr. and Mrs. Pat Moore opinion
Mrs. R. Armbruster. Mrs. Dewey of Memphis, Mr. and mrit. Bernie
Cleaves of St. Louis. Mr. and Mrs.
Ry Miss Dixie Jones
House and Miss Dude Join's.
Porter Pillow of Water Valley, Ward
Convalescing
Teacher
at,Pillow, student in Texas. Mr._ and
elect
teacher
Paris,
Thurman
teacher,
?Ingham High school opened its newly elected commercial
children,
is convalescing nicely Mrs. Claud Pillow aisi
28th. school term Monday. August Miss ?Sacral' Gosstun of Sedalia, Central Hi.
Claud
George
tars.
and
Batts,
Mr.
and
Mr.
of his parents.
25, 1943, with 8 teachers and the added this year. The latter has at the home
daughter, Guide
Vaden
and
an
following
Pharis,
0.
W.
Mrs.
biggest enrollment in the history been teaching at Trenton. Tenn..
Green
Mrs. Pete
at Fuller- Mell, and
Well over 250 for the past 4 years and resigned appendicitis operation
of the institution.
and
of Fulton. Mr.'
children
12.
August
on
Hospital
Gilliam
made
here,
wate enrolled, after losing 25 or 30 to accept the position
and
Mrs. J. W. Pillow and
Three School Patients
children. mostly in the grades, due vacant by the resignation of Rector
been three children, Mrs. James Wheeler
there
have
Already
!
lEy.
Dreyfus,
of
to a change in the county bus route Jones
due to and son of Detroit. Mr. and Mrs.'
Grade teachers arc Mrs. Jack high school students absent
syStens.. Our first high school here
fresh- Jefferson Barclay and son of Cairo,
Farmer,
Ernie
illneSs.
svas in 11)13 with one teacher and Vaden. Miss Addle Bone and Miss serious
is in Misses Emma and Hattie Batts of
Farmer,
Elmer
of
son
man.
let.; than a dozen and a half stu- Evie Jackson.
Mrs. Gene,
Clinton,and Mr. and
followHospital,
-Gilliam
the Fuller
Permanent Waves
dtnts.
A large crowd of both patrons
ing a very serious operation which Tyner and baby.
Finger Waves
attendance.
Crowder of Mayfield and friends were in
slat-nos H.
OutFriends were Mrs. Emma
performedy. A late
exercises was
was the speaker of the morning Following the opening
Shampoos
of
Rill
Lela
of
land
physiFulton,
attending
report fsom the
following the devotional exercises Fred Hopkins, president, called the cian is that he Is "doing as well as Clinton. Mrs. L. NI stiller of MemP. T. A. into session for reorganizaby Rev. H. C. Jones of Clinton.
Everett
phis. Mrs. Ina Everett.
can be expected."
The high school teachers. head- tion. Dick Calbert was elected presiGrover Burkett. junior, son of Mr. Gore, Turner Clark. Mr. and Mrs.
ei by Professor M. B. Rogers. re- i dent, Mrs. E. E. Armbruster was
and Mrs. M. B. Burketto under J. T. Vaughan, Mr. and'Mrs. Will
elected principal for his 6th. con- named vice-president. Mrs. Renick went an appendectomy in the Ful- Trimble and Mrs. Etidell Trimble,
Highlands
Mrs. Agnes Arrnbrpster. secretary. and Vernon
tecutive term, are:
ton liospital on August 15, return- and daughter of Detreit.
Regular
Pharis Walker of Beelerton, Miss'Thimphreys, treasurer.
were
—Phone 721—
All seven children liv.ne,
week and is doing
ed home last
June Gossum of Sedalia, Mrs. Jim- meetings will be held on the third
present except rardy Pillow who
nicely.
,
month.
rte L. Moore of Fulgham and a Thursday night of each
resides in Upland. Calif.
Guy.Woodson. freshman, who reCatlfernis Visitors
accicar
a
in
ceived a broken leg
Mr.
and
Dick Walden arid
dent August 3. was dismissed Wedson. Ricky. and Mr. and Mrs. Barn
Flaspital.
Fulton
the
from
nesday
Smith of Len Angeles. Calif., are
The injured leg is not yet ready for here for a week's visit with Mr.
the cast but his condition is satisTHE BEST TRADITIONS OF
:and Mrs. J. E. Forester. enroute
factory.
- i relatives iii
home they will
THE OLD KENTUCKY
Pillow Re-Union
Arkansas and Mi. ..ri.
RoME
A Pillow re-union of children, Raymond Jones ot Mayfield. husgrand-children and great grand- band of Bonni.
Byrd who is a
are erer observed in the Service, Comfort
children was held Sunday. August ISrauridattghter o: IS S. Pillow. un25, with approximately 70 relatives igierwent a suttee, :1 opera:ion for
and Convenience of the
from Michigan. Tenness'ee. Texas,!appendicitis at F :lies-Gilliam HosMissouri and Illinois in attendance. pital on . August
The gathering was a table feast
Mrs. Pete Ho...-!! went to Dr. E.
mutton-ham-chicken W. Jackson at
the
with
Monday for
dishes interspersed with the season's an examination
salads and vegetables, pastries and
Bobby Jones, --,sntcr. who is
fancy cakes. served in that popular smployed at GiSsirtsville. has MovWe take pride in seeing that
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FULGHAM NEWS

And Are These Prices Hot?
IRISH POTATOES, U. S. No. l's, 10 pounds
SWEET POTATOES, new reds, fine for baking, 4 lbs
TOMATOES, fresh, fancy pinks. pound _ . _ _ _
CORN, fresh, big ears, each
PEAS. Sloe and Crowder, 3 pounds
TURNIP GREENS, strictly fresh, pound
BANANAS, golden ripe, "a Piekle bargain," dozen _

lllI.Jlii111:A I JTY
SHOP

PORK CHOPS, small, lean, pound
PORK ROAST. SHOULDER CUTS, lean. pound
OLEOMAPG \RINE BU'rTER, good for the table, lb. ___
BEEF !miss IS Chuck, really tender. pound
BEEF STEAK. Round. Loin. I-Bone. pound
LARD. PURE HOG, tthe best, .1 psunds

i

Bacon. center slices, 1h. 18e
MEAT,for boiling. lb.
Lard, pure hog,4 lb crt. 27e
H.L.Salad Dressing,qt. 118v
Chum Salmon. tall can 12e
Tomato Catsup.3-11 ounce
25c
bottles
Jell° or Pmhling,:; pkgs14e
Keeo Coffee, 3-1b. bag - 39c
Canova Coffee, 1-11). can 22e
CORN,Pride of-Illinois
25c
3 No.2 cans - _
PINEAPPLE. Libbyas
(crushed) No. 2i can 1 7e
=NI

• an

tit ACKERS.2-lb. box - 1:;(>
Highland OATS. box -- 3r
Bran Flakes. Miller's
6e
tiox
MILK
3 tall or 6small
19e
L. B. MAYONNAISE
i 9c
pint jar
VINEGAR,gallon jug 19e
Spinach,3 No. 2 cans - 2.5t
Cherries, red pitted
No.2 can - - - - 10e
ORAIiiGES,flozfin -- 25(
-5e
ONIONS,pound LETTUCE head - - - - 5e

r
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ACRO TEA,la1b.29c-4h.17r
P&G SOAP,3giant bars —10c
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014CY

1W
29c
29c

Prices Gmml Friday. Saturday. ihno.
For Better Price., Qtuaric, Food.
Huse To Br %nigher--

/PICKLE'S GROCERY
East State Line— Fulton. Ky. — First and Last Stop

--NOTICE OF IVISSOLUTION
• Notice is hereby given that Kenars Jaz rust rays: -Goa oil lay atom tircky Light and Power Company
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A
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anit
closing up its business and is being
. aliessia nue quirk reilot. Now. I est as I
dissolved.
ivrtsts 1.1.MD Nor novst telt better:*
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KENTUCKY LIGHT Zs
By (signed i R. M Watt,MMIZ

ADLERIK A

SiliatabriMISISIMMINIMMINIM.Inta=mtb

SPECIALS FOR
Phone
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
M2-6°3
InACLE viiir quart —

15e Peaiitit tatter,qt.fle

Peaches

-23c
1W
•10e

Phone 226—Free Delivery -lnywhere. tnytime.

Dine in
(:OMFORT

I3..45c.
SUGAR
doz. 59c
FRUIT JARS
Bologna or Bacon lb. 10c

ffr
- oc

-23c
SOAP, Octagon Laundry, 6 giant bars
25c
POWDER OCTAGON,6 giant boxes
10c
CANDY, GUM, all Sc bars, 3 for
Ginger Ale or Soda Water, qt. bottles. 3 for (plus (*testi) 25c
lc
BABY FOOD, Heinze's Junior, subject to stock, each
35c
lb.
I
BREAKFAST BACON. LaCtede or Independent.
12
SALT SIDE streak-o-Lean, really nice. pound
MUTTON, young, tender, really nice, lb.
12'4& 15.

hew

1,4)WE'S
CAFE

1 1 4c

21c
ORANGES, California Navels. 200 size, dozen
19c
LEMONS, waifs jUtcy, 360 size, dozen __
•1212c
APPLES,fine for frying or baking, gallon
2f1c
VINEGAR, wide mouth jugs. gallons, each
lc
CRACKERS, Glenco, 2 pounds, each
itte
SHREDDED WHEAT, regular size box, 2 for
57
COFFEE,"Wise Pick," ground while you wait, 3 pounds
17c
TEA, "Tender Leaf," 31,2 ounce package. each

a.

KENTUCKY
HOTEL

I9e
15c

=NM

Cheese,family size,2lb.52e
Mayonnaise quarts---45c
Kraft Malted Milk, I-lb. 30e
Ginger Snaps, pound - 15e
BUTTER COOKIES
46 average, box --- 18c
Honey Flavored Grahams
pound
18c
PRUNES,2 M.box ---25c
CHERRIES, 1 gallon - 65c
STALEY'S SYRUP
Gallon 55c - Gallon 29e

dm.

Mill
Phone
631
MnME.

— 32c

Just-Right MILK, 14-oz.- 5e
K ARO WAFFLE SYRUP
I gallon
45c
GRAPE JUICE,pt.-- 20t
APPLE
qt.- 25e
Ice Cream Freezers
- - - s3.50
Gallon
THERMO JUGS
-- 99r
Folger's Coffee (regular or
drip),lk
30c
GRAPE FRI 11' ,I1r1(:/..
31 ounces - - 20c

nurrEk

.
.=•MD

MEAT YOU CAN EAT
ROLL BU TIER. pound 33c
Pure Pork Sausage. lb. 15c
Club Steaks, pound - - 20e
; or
1 -1 A1.11
STEAKS, R011111..
T-Bone, pounfl - - 30c
BACON. 2-lbs. sliced - 35e

Pork Shoulder Itoatilt
pound
181c
BRISKET RO tsT. 11)-121c
Babir Beef I ail cr. II,. - 20C
BOLOGNA, pound --- 18e
Picnic IIAMS,lb.-- -20e

MmIIIMIMIAIMAIM‘m•

BROOMS,44ie,each — 21c

--Opens SutUrtla,—

11" e havelireseed Fryers and Hens. Cotorse Cheese, Horne Raked Hain and
all
kinds of Lrinch Meot,

DEL I(RIRTNEY
•110•01111MIIIA

CAMAY

SOAP

3 bars----'-16c

AT THE MILL--Feeds:Seeds and Fertilizers.

U-TOTEIM
"The Rest For Less"
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A. C. BUTTS & SONS
Fulton

403 East St. Line
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We're Proud of Our Heritage! .a
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,I those dangerous skids which are a
big factor in the
total accident
toll."
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Cayce News

It seems improbable at the pre- But come FebruarY or March, after
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rintitooa a c tal
. timt hom
e,r
hrtu
tetun
rent Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Mayfield
epxice
sent time that the Tigers can do th
different spent Saturday night and Sunday
las well for the second half as they
might be easier to with friends in Roseclaire,
dle! in the first. At the close of the
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Fleming left
first half the team was in a hot secure, and interest will be keener
.
ago
7
:k
sht
reriig
Sunday for their home in St. Louis,
first division thfafn eis
'streak and played
Mo., after several weeks' visit with
baseball to almost reach the .500
e team here relatives.
there
mark. The team won 30 games and
Mrs. Harpole and Miss Inez Barperiod, but, next year, the writer sincerely hopes
lost 33 in the first
barring a miracle, the team can- that we will not have a schedule pole of St. Louis are visiting Mr..
m away
for sixfogames
atyfroo
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d mf and Mrs. Guy Johnson.
it
not hope to win 30 for this half. calling
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of
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way
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ALL-GRAIN FLAVOR COULD
The season closes on Sept. 8,
11 a majority of the games to be play- is
Mrs. Allie B. Cloys of Union City
tired
to this great democracy, flour milling played an in
TASTE SO MUCH BETTER,
ed are with the top flight teams. going every night for a week, and Is visiting his grandparents, Mr.
portant part in every community. Flour mills did U Beginning today the Tigers must likewise gets tired of waiting a and Mrs. W. H. Cloys.
play five games in a row with the week to see the home team. Three Miss Lois Mayfield of New City, N.
more than feed America; they helped develop her
Bowling Green or four days is plenty for either at Y., and Shelley Kay Brooks of St.
pennant-hungry
have been home or abroad. although excep- Louis are visiting Mr. and Mrs. E.
Barons
the
and
Barons,
great spirit. The old mill was looked upon as an asset
tough for all corners this season. tions should be made in playing in A. Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Cruce visitpitching staff, it the faraway towns.
to the community—the "honest old miller" a highly 11 With a weakened
ed Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Cruce in
seems unlikely that the Tigers can
Union City Sunday afternoon.
., win more than one or two of these
11
reputed citizen,
John Marvin Fleming of Benton
Sanford might
five. Gentry and
A large crowd attended the open- spent last week
with his grandcome through with a victory, or the
of Beelerton school parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Orville
Barons might start a pitcher who ing exercises
Yes, we're proud of our heritage—as Americans
could not hold the Tigers and a Monday. Among them were Carnie Stephenson and Mr. and Mrs. J. N.
if lead might be grabbed that could Hicks, principal: Miss Regina Mc- Fleming.
and as a part of a vast industry that dates back more n be held. On form, however, the Alister. 3rd. and 4th. teacher; and Cecil Cruce returned last TuesTigers cannot hope to win more Mrs. Ruth Weatherspoon. primary day from Nashville, Tenn., where
than '1,000 years. Even in this modern age we hold 71 than two of the five games, and grade teacher. The following pro- he received his Master of Arts dethis seems a most hopeful estimate. gram was rendered: song—"Ameri- gree from Peabody College.
to some of the traditions of the "honest old miller." I
ca:" Devotional by WT. Edd Nall;
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Oliver will
—0—
I
Roanoke, Va.,
After the Barons have finished Talk by Judge F. L. Bowlin of Clin- leave Friday for
1
Today, nothing pleases us more than the privilege to L
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Editorial
FANILIARTFY BREEDS CONTEMPT
It is certainly true that when people grow accustomed to certain things,
horrible though they may be, they
manage to get along pretty well and
even make a sort of show out of these
things. When we think of England,
under bombing fire from planes day
and night, with sudden and horrible
death falling from the skies in never
ending streams, we vision a people
cowering in caves and cellars and calming to the surface only occasionally.
However, judging from press reports, and these may or may not be
quite accurate, the English are not
living that way at all. Rather, they
are making a sort of show out of these
daily and nightly bombing raids and
appear to be enjoying the show. A press
report the other day told of collections
being taken up for the privilege of
remaining above ground and seeing
an air fight. Air raid precaution wardens
(this is a mild word for such a terrible
lob) must urge all people to take
shelter during an air raid, and they
do this promptly and thoroughly. But
tor those who prefer to remain in the
en and see the show, the wardens
ve adopted the habit of taking up
collection Ior gai,s Privilege, the
oney going into a common pool to
y more planes for England's growing fleet. About a dime is the cost of
Such a show, and it is said that hundreds of people prefer to pay the admission price and see the show.

ta

fu

Another way the stolid Britons
have of raising money is to put captured or destroyed Nazi planes on exhibition, charging a nominal fee, and
this money also goes into the defense
fund. Women who are compelled to
spend considerable time in air raid
shelters put this time to good account
by knitting needed things for soldiers
and sailors. In one air raid district
air wardens are raising a crop of
winter cabbage on top of the various
shelters, and in general the British
seems to be carrying on a more or less
normal life. The amusements may be
somewhat restricted and subject to
violent interruptions, but they are being continued through these dark days.
Only the other day a bomb struck a
moving picture show while the show
was going on, and some people were
killed, but the showhouse is being repaired for future showings.
It might be well to discount a lot
of claims and counter claims which
are made by the English and Germans
of bombings of hospitals and churches
moving picture houses. It is
and
likely that such things have occurred,
but not from malice. Both sides know
destroying a moving picture
that
not even pay for the cost
does
house
of the bomb. for these bombs cost lots
of money. It must be remembered that
most of the bombs are dropped from
dizzy heights. and aim, at best, is
more or less of a guess. The plane flies
at dizzy speed. the target can hardly
be seen, if at all, and the plane must
drop its load and get away from that
locality before it spotted by searchlights or fighter planes. Therefore, the
bomber makes his calculations, hopes
he is on the target, presses his triggers
and the load of death is on its way.
Perhaps the entire setup is barbarous, but it is modern war, and no
pilot can ever know with certaintity
that bp has struck any certain target.
;/, This reasoning applies with equal
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THE BERING JOINS TROUBLED SEAS
As we hasten to fortify Alaska; the
Bering Sea takes its place belatedly
among'the earth's historical "troubled
waters," the Mediterranean, Caribbean,
South China and North Seas.
The Bering was long immune to
Numan discord; because it lies outside
the routes of commerce. The Bering's
straits lead nowhere but to the wrong
approach to the North Pole. Viewed
from that point of vantage, however,
the Bering is a considerable body of
water. It covers some 800,000 square
miles between the Aleutians and the
continental tips at the straits.
Alaska forms a vulnerable angle of
our Pacific defense.
The Aleutians extend like stepping
stones for plane hops across the Pacific to Kamchatka whence the Japanese archipelago continues the "steps"
down the Asiatic coast. Russia is said
to be constructing an air base on its
side of the straight, but that is a remote outpost of little danger after
we build out own. Thousands of miles
of mountains and continental arctic
climate separate it from Soviet supply
bases by land and 2,000 miles by
sea. Our Pacific defense contemplate
other serious threats.—Exchange.
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USED CAR BUYERS!
%IT 135-Fred Roberbon
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Oar annual fall Clearance Sale is your opportunity for
summer
big sal ings. Heavy new car sales dirongbout the
force us to take action. You can trade for a better used
car now for fall Lad winter and pt a real bargain.
RITAILINS USED CARS AT WHOLESNE PRICES

1937 Ford Tudor-a95

1938 Plymouth -- 285

UNIIIIMERnINOMMINIONINIMP

1938 Ford Tudor- 375

\Hiiire's Danger

1937 Chevrolet -- 295

1939 Ford PickUp - - - - 475

/km..41111..1•011,•.•

signal
POLIO VICTIM IN LUNG GIVES BIRTII
TO SON
Indianapolis, —An 18-year-old victimir
of infantile paralysis, Mrs. Ruby Cook, I
Darlington, Ind., farm wife, fought the
disease in an "iron lung" today after '
leaving the respirator long enough to
give birth to a three-pound boy.
The child was born prematurely last
night in a _Caesarian operation. It died
at 5 a. m. today.
Unable to breath, .Mrs. Cook was
given oxygen through an inhalator during the operation. She is in a critical
condition.
Mrs. Cook became ill a week ago. She
has lived in the respirator since last
Thursday.

How much gasier it is to keep
well thou to get well
hi these
strenuous tunes sci many people
have faLa;ed out "feeling." They
are tired Ul the time. They think
they are II run down when they
are more ar.t to be all wound up.
And they cie ea recognize this
as nature's danger signal that
something is wrong.
0
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logic to both sides in the great air
struggle, and it hardly likely that
either Germany or England would waste
costly bombs merely to damage buildings which have no war value.
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experts
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are a good driver, no doubt, but the homed.

of the road today are such that good drivers should
have adequate insurance to meet all coatingetscies.
For in a single wand emergencies may arise which
will seriously endanger your property, as well

es

year life.

Are write all forms of liability gud coUision insurance and can advise you fully as to your needs. We
ill be glad to talk over the matter with you.

Atkins insurance Agency
bee Street

- Telephone No.5
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WHEN YOU WANT
No man can ever get ahead who does not look ahead.
Our files are filled with cases of mmo idsolooked ahead
and now own handsome homes as a reward.
that we are really rendering a community
home ownership possible for so
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many people, and we are anxious t cantisioe this service. If you have hoped to own a home Now if the time
to make that hope come true. Our plan is *Os44 easy
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•Distinctive in design—unequaled in efficiency—
safe and dependable—akat's the WINKLER Stoker.
Shear pin elimination, Automatic air control, Inter-plan tmenetimicc, are some of the exclusive
Winkler features. Come in and sec this quiet and
economical Automatic Coal Burner.
•WINICLERIlitarh complete line of coal-burn* iv units covering the requirements of both domestic and commercial holds. Performance records on
bole the big commercial stoker and the streamlined
,Idonatic models show them to be
stmelste-froegologteemely economical
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Elhe kid how, since Mammoth quest. were granted the body
owned part of Mammoth Cave National Park—and management of had first crack at the customers would be cremated in the United
Great Onyx Cave—under a private in Cave City and then they reach- States and the ashes returned to
will be
tract encircled by the park—are the ed Mammoth first, she leased a Mexico. Otherwise, it
litigants. Each has filed a petition strip of land between Cave City buried here "in a week or so," he
seeking to make the other quit try- and hltuninut h. and set up aa of- added
flee where ,leitors "pull in" the
ing to hog business.
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There's more beneath the surface ain's biggest football stadiums.
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in the cave business than just the
Air raid precaution wardens urge Spain is "far from war."
stock in trade, it appears from Mon- spectators to take cover when a
He had Just come from Spain,
day's account of how "observing" warning sounds, and then take up where he reached an agreement
parties from one cave donned dark a sixpence collection from those with the Franco Government for
and set out to learn what who prefer to watch.
glasses
return of I. T. da T. properties In
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competitors were doing.
p elyiesgoes to buy Spitfire Spain to American management.
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Dazzling Splendor . • .
Barren County caves have been fighting planes.
Behn, who had seen Spanish
BreVhIcss Beauty ...
in court for many years, in condemBritons also are turning German leaders frequently in recent weeks,
nation suits, in tax disputes and raids to account in these ways:
surpassing Luxury ...
expressed the opinion that Franco
recently as the root of a quarrel
Nazi planes which have been is determined to keep Spain out of
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over location of a county line. But shot down are placed on exhibi- the conflict as long as possible.
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this is the first time forceful sales tion to raise defense funds.
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She described how her cave lies off phia.
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STORE YOUR COAL NOW
hot weather is here—you drsn't need fires—but
now is the lest time to store coal for next uinter. les
more convenient and you may save money bit it.
We also oiler complete Plumbing Service,

P.T.JONES & SON
Telephone 702--Coal and Plumbing

Mexico City, —Leon Trotsky's attorney ask.-d Friday for United
States pert elision to take the old
Bolshevvell body to New York for
memorialserv ices.
The attorney. Albert Goldman,
filed his request with the United
States consulate,- which said it
would Is. given "due consideration." There were indications that
American authorities had expressed no enthusiasm over the plan.
Goldireei said that if his re-
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zabeth Roberts,
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ENTRY INTO U. S.
has been visiting there for the past;at the recent Fulton Show, Aegust
AND TEACHERS OF S. S.
WEDDING HERE
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home after spending two!,
their
to
AFTER STORMY TRIP
22n6., ft was announced 'today by
month.
Mrs. J. A. Hemphill, who is super- Reed and Peggy Parham.
Mr. and Mrs. Att Dillon of Boaz
weeks with Mrs. McGee's parents.
Mrs. T. J. Russell of Route 2 has 1 Mr. Kenneth Watt, Manager of
have announced the marriage of intendent of the Junior Department
Mr. andsMrs. Jee Bennett, Carr St. • as her house guests her nieces and!Kroger's local meatmarket.
New York, -Four Norwegians
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New
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Lamb is the eldest daughter of Mrs.

SOCIAL and PERSONAL

PERSONAEF

Leila House of Fulton.
• • •
Miss Mary Ellen Pierce of Union
City is the house guest of Mr. and
Mrs. W. E. Flippo, Walnut street.
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acnnfox.Y41•14
-TODAYIIENRY FONDA
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PROGRESSIVE sUFFER
Mrs. J. H. Alvey spent yesterday
AND SCAVENGER HUNT
In Mayfield with her sister, Mrs.
A group of the younger set en- George Pickering and family.
SEE Mis.s Evelyn Freeman, Dorojoyed a well-planned affair last
night when Misses Carolyn Duley• thy Perkins representative, at Benwho welcomes
Mary Blanche Wiggins, Martha and nett's Drug Store,
Elizabeth Roberts, and Jean Bow- you for free skin analysis.
den were hostesses to a progressive i Misses Jane Parker and Marilyn
spending today in
supper and scavenger hunt. Fifteen Harpole are
girls were present.
Jackson, Tenn.
evening the girls 1 Mrs. T. L. Bowden of Martin is
Early in .the
gathered at the home of Miss Duley l visiting her sister. Mrs, Virgil King,
where they were j at her home in Pearl Village.
fon Pearl street
served punch and cookies. At the. Mr. and Mrs. Wade Joyner and
home of Miss Wiggins, Second children, Joan and Jerry. have
street. the main course was served'returned to their home in Little
and from there they went to the Rock after spending their vacation
Misses Robert's home, Cedar street, in Fulton with parents, Mr and
Mrs. W. L. Joyner and Mrs J. J.
for the dessert course.
The group remained at the Rob- House.
Mrs. Will Parrish and daughters,
erts home and from there the scavenger hunt was conducted. Three Virginia Louise and Mildred, of
teams participated in the hunt with Martin are visiting relatives in and
nine articles to find and thd team near Fulton.
FOR RENT: Furnished apartwinning the prize for bringing back
named was ment and rooms for sleeping. Telemost of the articles
206-6t.
Adv.
composed of Misses Duley. Betty prone 749.
Miss Clara Mabry of Hickman is
Lou McClellan. Joan Bullock, Mary
Ann Ilarpole and Mary Nell Wins- visiting in Fulton with Mis.s Millie
• ;ton. Each of these girls was present- Ann Boaz.
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Featuring Fulton's 4-H Club Beef
This Week-End
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STEAK
ROAST

THICK RIB,
LB. ne
BRISKET

Skinned Hams
LEMONS-5 for 10c - doz. 93c
Fresh Cocoanuts SALT MEAT
Yellow Onions
ea.5c PICNICS
3 lbs.10c
EXTRA LARC1

New
crop

FURATAN
or WHOLE

lb.19c
Lb. 9c
Lb. 15c

12

STREAK-0
LEAN

SIIANKLESS
4 to 8 lbs.

- 4)C
CARROTS-large Intik+ LIMES-Juicy Mexican,dozen --- 12c
24e
CABBAGE-new,green,lb.

POTATOES

PE 1(ilES

lb. 40c
lb.14c

ROUND
OR
LOIN

15c

PgialAGE-pound
SI1RIMP
lb. '1

LIVER

121c
lb.
25c
10 lb
2lb 15c
_ 43c
loaf
lb.
2
E
H
C
d
e
c
i
l
S
Lb. 5c
GRAM ',VET'
BACON Kilir'cittsP lb 25c
D
SLICE
1(kb
1
.
(
AIL
COCKT
FRUIT
COUNTRY CLUB
loth .30c
GOMM
SUGAR-10 Itund aper -4k MILK-3tall or6small
Fresh
Fancy
Grade

IlieLdshed

CRI/SCO. lb.
3.11b. ran - CLIFT0N TISSUE

27c-pint - 17e
mbass‘ Salad DRESSING.(it. -- 23c•

18r MIR %ILE NN. II1P,

M iTCRES
14c

bfoxrp;

11 t‘Vi

HOI SE

coFFVE, lb. - - - 25c
48e
2 lb. ran

le

MYLES S tI.T, 2 boxerr-3.•

••••

•Stop worrying about repairs, appenranee or
breakdowns oft 'our trip. Enjoy one of our
better used ears for Labor Day and sill through
the fall and winter. You'll make a bi3 savirl1
at these prices.

GINGER ALE or SODA WATER
29e
4 large bottles(plus deposit)--Sc
POTTED MEAT,2 cans -10c
•"RACK PEPPER (bulk),lb.--fOOAP-P &G or Octagon,3 hare •-•-10c

LOOK AT THESE SAMPLES

INIMP

Ford - 1935 - Tudor, good
condition, $175.
Plymouth - 1934 -'T udor
new motor and paint$125
I - 1930 -(hey. Fordor, 1.1930 ebeV. Conk,129
Chev.Tudo r, 1 - 1.9-33
Chcv. Tuition Real biergains,875:00-

simoght
COFEEEE
Lb:15c 3lbs.39c

AUTO SALES

I

LARD-4 pound carton - 27c

=1.
•

PEANUT

BUTTER-qt. 19c-a----pint 1.0e
IIUMKO,4 II% c4titi
DIME BRAN])
caii ""

Figg

r=I•I-'3"‘P

•1"i
• .
•

MIK

ik!

,•
•

so

FRENCH 0111011E+ING
8etitice*Oe

Lange
13

•

17c

8 pounds 514.

Pl:RE

Angel
Food

-10c

ems

COCOA,2 pound box

11

MARSifittAiLOWS

..

I NEST

BREAD-2ion loaves ---15c
99c
MOTOR OIL,2gallon can PORK &BEANS-3 tall can 95c LighthottatCLEANSER,3cans---10c
3 rolls

r ENJOY YOUR HOLIDAY TRIP
1401N A BETTER USED CAR

Ford-199-4i4)Tudor. 11,000
miles. s495 (guaranteed)
Ford-1936-4 loupe. A-1 condition. 4275.
Pon tiae-1935-Tudor, good
condition. ..*.215.
Ford-1939-Tudor with an
OK (radio), S314).

Fresh
Jumbo
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PACE Porn

the next few

Tigers 3reizk Losing Streak By
It inning OpenerFrOmB Green
straight
Aftr dropping four
ganles, the la:-t three by a one run
Margin. the Telers managed to put
a stop to their !esing ways here last
night. Rehire the steadypitching
of Jim Gle:!1.-: they beat Bowling
Green 6 to 5. and the game was not
as the score indinearly so
cates. Gentry nitched five hit ball
until the iti and had the game
lie final Inning. the
won 6 tc
‘ti him for three hits
Harms
but Jim put the
and two i•.:.s,
abruptly that one
brakes nil so
could hea- them squeal and fanned the li. 1•Ater with his blazing
fast balk--1

BOX
B. Green
McCall, cf.
Heitman, as.
Powell, rf.
Powers. lb.
Lehan. 2b.
Duncan, If.
Elko, 3b.
Smith, C.
Harris. p.
L'gazel, p.
Totals

on business. Within
Girl .%taster
weeks this country's defense auknow exactly what
thorities
Canyon Peril new baseswill
will be at their disposal

and can lay down a definite plan
young Boston for
Denver, -Two
hernisPhere defense.
women are credited with being the
Britain Sets Example
first white women to make the hazThe fact that a big nation like
ardous thirty-one-mile hike through Britain, though admittedly in a
SCORE
the Black Canyon of the Gunnison tightpot, Is willinglease its
ab. r. h. o. a. River in Western Colorado.
United States in an
1 0 Hope Pearsall. 24. and Eliza- property to the
1
5 1
set an example to
may
emergency,
1 4 2 beth Benson. 21. summer visitors
1
smaller nations of
some
the
of
1 0 at a ranch
3 0 1
near Maher. were!Latin America in whose territories
4 0 - 1 6 01 members of a party of six which
naval bases and huge military air5 1124 walked, swam, waded
and climbed dromes are needed. but who have
wad
1 0 own the route.
1
4 1
until now refused to co-operate with
1 2 3 the gorge August 19, and came out
-4 1
Washington to that extent.
3 0 0 7 0 last Friday.
1 0 1 0 0
3 0 0 0 3
HEMISPHERE
AID STUDIED
36 5' 8 24 13

This Fish Truly
"Are you aliens? asked Lewis.
"Yassuh," was the reply.
"Where were you born?" he
Snapped At Bait queried.
New York. -A man cleaning fish
In a market came across an exceedingly strange maskerel. It had
a rubber band around its backbone
inside the flesh.

"In Georgia.'
P. S.-They weren't registered.

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

Union City at. Hopkinsville, postponed, rain.
Mayfield 11, Jackson 4.
Fulton 6, Bowling Green 5.
Owensboro 2, Paducah 0.

Appeasement
Ends Carrier's
Dog Problem

Lincoln, Neb., -When one of his
carriers was unable to deliver mail
at a certain address for ten days
because of a vicious dog, Postmaster R. E. Fenton decided on appeasement.
Now the carrier leaves headquarters with a sack of dog food, and.
says Fenton, all other carriers with
New York, A seagull smashed dog trouble will be similarly armed.
into an airlineggos it was about to
take off from lativardia Field today and flew away, under its own
power, which was more than . the
airliner did.
The bird, flying blind through
rainstorm, struck the
a heavy
plane's left windshield and chipFort Myers, Fla., -Wayne Lewis,
ped the glass. Stunned. it fell to assistant postmaster, got all of his
the plane's wing, flopped around alien-registration
machinery in
for a minute. got its wind back and order Wednesday and was all ready
flew away. The airliner, transfer- for business.
ring its twelve Boston-bound paswere two
"customers"
First
sengers to another ship, retired to Negroes.
a hangar for repairs.

Gull Flies Away
After Hitting Plane
have
who
New York, -Executives
But PI:1114' Doesn't
a. been making studies for several

ab r. b. S.
Fulton
1 2 2 years of industrial opportunities in
1
4
Gentry le-d only one bad inning, Mullen. 3b
_ 3 2 0 3 1 Latin American have pulled their
the see. nil, when one hit and Males. ss.
2 0 0 plans out of file drawers and ore
1
5
grouped c irs put the Barons into Q'bush, cf.
1 sizing them up again in the light
5 0 -.2 11
Three runs were Pawelek. c.
a briet ji :•,d.
0
of recent development. says "Buil •
2
1
0
Tigers
the
and
-_____3
Mathis. rd.
scored in tl.is frame,
4 1 2 0 0 ness Week."
tcok bai . two of them in the sec- Peterson. If.
Washington apparently
With
, Rey, lb.
2 0 0 6 0
cud ard teird. In the fourth the)
_ _ _ _2 0 0 3 1 preparing to back up its Monroe
worked ,:v• Harris and Lonigazel Gallo. 2b.
4 1 2 0 2 Doctrine with force, at least in
in eco.! f:.. :thion for four runs. and Gentry, p.
Barons
- -- the rich countries of La4in AmerGeary held the
- atter IA.
.. • dlendid fashion. He was
32 6 10 27 7 lea extending as far South as the
at
Totals
walking six, but he Bowling Green ___ 030 000 002-S "bugle" and with Government aid
a tri!..!
shiffeti "liven men and was gen- FULTON -------011 400 00x--6 likely soon to be going to this area
erally . .7.ttable when men were Summary: Errors-Lehan. Rey. In the form of Export-Import Bank
it may be time now to reon ti.' u!..days.
Runs batted in - Elko, loans,
Smith.
the projects.
consider
Pawelek and Peterr
Qt
Smith, Harris. Gentry. Mathis,
Though last week's developtwo hits each, led the
eon.
Powell.
2.
Pawelek
2.
h
Quackenbus
ments are primarily matters of
rs. • Not an • alien hitter
Iceal
r_ler_J
Powers. Two base hits-QuackenRenew your su0..ccriptiOn tO ths
the magazine states they
defense,
solve Gentry's- pitching
mnielr-.1-;
bush. Duncan. Elko. Heitman. Saconce,
will have an important influence'LEADER.
mere t.!'
rifice hit-Gallo. Stolen bases -are being played toThe
Elko, Heitman. Double plays-Heitfirst starting at seven
nigh!.
man iunassistedi; Gallo to Males
c't.lock.
to Rey; Elko to Lehan to Powers.
bases- -Fulton 9. Bowling
'Left on
Green 10.- Innings pitched - By
STANDINGS
w. L. pc.,/.. Harris 2 innings with 2 runs. 2 hits;
Team:
by Longazel 6 innings with 4 runs,
30 29 .612
PvalLe.•
604 7 hits. Hits -Off Gentrx 6, off Har19
29
Bo.slir.r Green
.604 ris 2. off Longazel 5. Struck out29 . 19
By Gentry 11, by Harris 1, by Lon- I
MAXIMUM OF
25 23 .521
Mayfie.t1
gazel 4. Losing pitcher -Longazel. I
,
so
24 24
Jam:tI
HEALTHFUL
Passed balls--Smith. Wild pitches23 24 .489
City
Longazel 3. Umpires-.2.
,Gentry
.429
21 28
FUL'
AUTOMATIC
and Roach. Time-2:15,-`
11 36 234 D. Moore
Hopi:he:vire

2 In Florida
Say They're Aliens
From Georgia

DON'T MISS OUR BUCK ROGERS

More Than 50,000 Satisfied
Owners Are Using

HEAT FROM THE
MINIMUM OF

I 14 INALSUMMER

HERCULES
AUTOMATIC

FUEL....

CLEARANCE

Bork Rogers and Wilma are tops in popularity, and our Buck
rate just as high. Ererv item is a TOP 1.11CIIT VILUE!

FREE
/lorry for

Buck Rogers Rubber
Gun and 3 Tar.ict,

Filler

Band
3-Ring Notebook

Sa% t• On
reneik
.5 for

JC

Also 8 Beach Coats
MMER DRESSES.2for

Out They
Go:

& 40 Sheet
10c

tROTII FOR ONLY 40e

I

BATISTES . . . DOTTED
ISSES . . . VOWES
Regular $1.98

Our Fniirv
Stock

Notebook

Scholars' Companion' _L 25c

81.98 Summer Wash° Frocks

SHOES

Sole

Loose Lest(

ours!

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

IIITE

LOOK AT
THE VALUES •

MP/

1111gPT

Buy enough NOW to last the
entire semester! GILT tips
... RED erasers.

yrroN
DRESSES
A

Loin pletel v lit quiled

$159

2 FOR

I 2 Summer Formals. val. to 9.95... 1
All Remaining Reiter Summer

S
SE
ES
DR
al
8.95
•
•
•
ties
6.95
•
•
1.4)8 •
NOW
11

10c

School Bag

410 ,

All Kinds of Pencils, 2 for Sc
Mechanical Pencils

CRAYOMS
R Colors

8e

10c

Pencil Leads, box

Sc

Pencil Sharpeners

Sc

/6 4.aiors

Fountain Pens

10c

1154*

"Dip It" Pen

10e

All Kinds of Erasers, 2 for Sc

0111111
„

Value.; in Ct
kP
81.19

Water Colors

Sears Automatic Stoker brings
increased convenience, comfort, cleanliness, and health!

Fill the hopper once a daythe Automatic controls do the
rest Adaptable to steam, hot
water or warm air heating
plants. Buy now on Sears Easy
Pay Ftgirt.

E
PRINCH
Complete With These
.4utumatic Controls
TllERMOSTAT

Star
stoker .•
need it

:our
ii you

191.01 FIRE coNTRoi,

SPIRAL BOUND NOTEBOOK
Sc
PING PAPER, 40 SHEETS
Sc

"Onward" Ink

54

School Paste

51

"Onward" Mucilage

Sc

Lunch Box

-10c

Everything That Young Folks Need For1 chool
Bow
POLO

ShIRTs

BEGIN NOW, TO SEW AND SAVE!

25c
Long sleeve,
and slide fast7-inch SLIDE ,-)3
ener front closFASTENER
ing. A big val

25

PEARL
BUTTONS

NF.EDLES

Girls Anklets
,Keeps fire
from going out
In mild ueather

77c--PLAY TOGS -$1.33
FLORAL BATISTE

GOWNS
_ PAJAMAS
Regular and extra sizes.
Regular $1.00 Sellers. Buy
several at-

D

66c

MAIL 1 H IS COUPON
11,1., I ivy V .

V TV

•••

OR MORE

SPECIAL
12R FAIRS CHIFFON

HOSE
2 FOR 1

SAARS.ROEBUCK AND CO.
I am Intevested Plemebiteg
and Nesting Equipment
At N. Obligating. I. Us
Mame Na,, Yew Depreo
sestet.* Call

LIMIT 2 PAIR

ilyrr.SWTral

r

Prevents furnace from over
heating --Hanes
coal.

BAROMETER DRAFT
Control reguthe draft
of your chimney.

lates
VAMPS

TO CUSTOMER

0-tret-

loc

BOYS'TIES
10C
Some are Tied,
all ready to use!
Colorful patterns.

Do You Need
.1
Pins? 2 pkgs.

HOW ABOUT
THREAD?

-c
.1

RICK RACK

I oc

BRAID

Tooth Powder

BRILLIANTINE

AND FREE TOOTH BRUSH!

Keeps Hair Neat For School!

Special Prophylac-tic tooth
powder.

10c

Young fellows in
school and girls
keep hair neat.

10c

SALE STARTS SATURDAY

Baldridge's5,1O-& 25c Store

,.1111ott
!
!%Itop

Come in and see
our grand selection of patterns.

r` PADUCAH, KENTUClatk

